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Dear all,

About a month ago, we opened our Fall season 2020. Since then, a total of 
twelve productions have already been presented. Conveying a diversity of for-
mats and experiences, these productions took place outside, online and indoors 
in various contexts. Gradually, the audience has found the way back to the black 
box, our two stages and their amphis – where most of our program will go on 
during the months to come.

Hosting these gatherings, with artists and audience encountering again in safe 
settings, feels extremely meaningful to us – perhaps more than ever. We respect 
strict measures and routines; yet, despite the stiffness of the situation, we still 
nurture hospitality!

Navigating through a fragile time
The time we live in is described as uncertain, strange, weird, fragile. Covid-19 
has generated very peculiar circumstances that have challenged the world, 
the society, behaviors, body politics, freedom, and our sense of responsibility. 
The consequences have been massive; locally, nationally and internationally. 
This includes the economy of a whole sector, with the freelancers being par-
ticularly vulnerable – emphasized by the #WeMakeEvents Red Alert protest 
on September 30th. The pandemic has also a big impact on the very core of 
the performing arts: being gathered together, sharing a proximity and an inti-
macy, proposing fluiding spaces where audience and performers would meet. 
Fundamental principles that we used to take for granted are definitely shaken.   
Our current circumstances are forcing all of us to think about transformation, 
individually and collectively. Together with the artists and the audience, we 
are searching for ways of being together. We are learning to live with this virus, 
through listening and changing our usual pattern of behavior.

Making change through sharing
The pandemic has brought inequalities into new light, showing the weaknesses 
of public support systems in many countries – Norway included. In parallel, the 
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huge protest movement Black Lives Matter has pointed at structural racism and 
the need for deep changes regarding diversity and representation. There is an 
urgency for rethinking and for active change.

A way of activating transformation is through sharing, through caring and 
through showing solidarity. That is the reason why we wanted this Fall season to 
be generous, with many productions and a broad topical program raising urgent 
matters. The season is mostly composed of artists based in Norway with diverse 
aesthetics, practices, expressions, heritage and generations.

In the rearview mirror: from the crackling nature into a mesmerising darkness
Our season opening week took place at the end of August under the umbrella 
title A process of re-assembly. This was a gentle invitation to, after a walk in the 
lush forest of Svartdalen and a stop by Grønland Church, come back into the 
foyer of our theater – where we reassembled for Skeleton Woman by Becker/
Langgård. The week after, the program continued with Beyond the Human:  a 
series of productions and talks that investigated the relation between people, 
nature, plants and objects, blurring the borders between the human and the 
nonhuman. For some weeks, the artist duo LATERNA – which is among our 
associated artists – accompanied us with several projects and activities explor-
ing these topics. Hors-Champ (shaped as conversations about plants, roots and 
resistance) by choreographer Ivana Müller made us imagine new ways of collab-
orating  with international artists, despite the fact that they cannot travel now-
adays. We ended September with the sublime new creation of Verdensteatret’s 
Trust Me Tomorrow: a sensorial exploration that disclosed the shivering beauty 
of darkness. 

Spread the word!
This season is intimate. We operate with very limited audience capacity. In case 
you cannot come, we encourage you to forward your ticket to someone else 
who would like the opportunity to see the show. And please – be aware of scams 
online! 

Due to limited capacity, many will miss the chance to see their favorite artist 
or production. How about reintroducing oral traditions? Each one of us may 
contribute to make performing arts available for an even broader audience – by 
sharing and talking about what we see, we somehow make the shows circulate. 
Share your experiences, and spread the words! 

Standing up for freedom of speech
On September 8th, the trial against Laila Bertheussen began – a trial investi-
gating her responsibilities in false threats and of staging attacks, and which 
will be ongoing for ten weeks. The trial has already shed light into networks of 
influences among politicians, members of the government, right-wing websites 
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and one of Norway’s biggest  communication agencies. These networks acti-
vated various methods – threats, obvious misuse of power, and intimidation, to 
mention a few – in order to manipulate narratives and opinions. They aimed to 
discredit the artists behind Ways of Seeing (Pia Maria Roll, Hanan Benammar 
and Sara Baban), and to cut funding to several cultural organizations (including 
Black Box teater) through utilizing influences. Their political agenda is clear: to 
attack artistic freedom and silence subversive artistic voices, particularly the 
ones who shake up existing power structures. These shocking methods gener-
ate a chilling effect and largely contribute to display false narratives, including in 
mainstream media. This should be a wake-up call to safeguard artistic freedom 
and to constantly question dominant narratives. 

A journey through October
The program for the coming month is profound, resonating with urgent top-
ics of our time. De Utvalgte’s new piece conveys and investigates death and 
aging. Later on, Maritea Dæhlin is back at Black Box teater with I WANT TO 
BE TRADITIONAL. In this powerful cross-disciplinary solo, dealing with how 
language and multilayered identities are intertwined, she embarks us with her 
strong presence. October will continue with Magnus Myhr’s new creation, 
HEARTFELT: a delicate solo that beautifully looks at how a body and an instru-
ment can enter in resonance, and how notions of vulnerability and achievements 
could be reassessed. We will end the month with a weekend for kids and adults, 
presenting Sagliocco Ensemble’s iconic performance Scene Art! as well as 
workshops and activities for children.

This October, we are also very excited to launch our brand new website – a site 
we believe will be more user-friendly, holistic and easier to navigate.

Being together is important – for the artists to share their work in front of an 
audience, and for the audience to be able to be with the live experience. The 
fragility and the uncertainty of our current situation encourages us to embrace 
the present moment, the here and now!

Thank you for your trust and for supporting art in this uncertain time.

Anne-Cécile Birkeland,
Artistic & General Director
and the team of Black Box teater 


